
 

 

Nektony Announces Release of 
VSD Viewer for Mac OS X 

 

April 11, 2013  

Nektony today introduces VSD Viewer 1.0 for Mac OS X. Ideal for anyone who uses Visio 

drawings as a reference, VSD Viewer allows Mac users to open VSD files created with Visio 

2000 - 2010, a file extension for a vector graphics format developed and owned by MS Visio. 

Opening a Visio drawing on Mac with VSD Viewer is as simple as drag and drop the file to its 

application window. The app allows viewing of common document formatting, ensuring any 

document will be displayed in the proper manner. 

Odesa, Ukraine - Nektony today is proud to announce the release of VSD Viewer for Mac OS, 

which delivers Mac OS users the possibility to open Visio VSD drawings on Mac. VSD Viewer 

allows Mac users to open VSD files created with Visio 2000 - 2010. It supports VSD format -  a 

file extension for a vector graphics format developed and owned by MS Visio. 

Many people, using Mac OS, are faced with the challenge of opening business graphic 

documentation. The majority of which are created using MS Visio. Before today, the possible 

solutions were using online viewers, or high-priced software purchasing - both are not always 

acceptable for reasons of security and economy. 

Opening a Visio drawing on Mac with VSD Viewer is as simple as drag and drop the file to its 

application window. VSD Viewer will open, and render the drawing in its window. It can open 

even multi-paged documents, giving users the possibility to turn its pages. VSD Viewer allows 

viewing of a common document formatting (line, fill, color, etc). Also, the document' s advanced 

features (layers, Emf/WMF objects, and hidden text) will be displayed in a proper manner. Visio 

viewer is ideal for people who had to just open and use the Visio drawings as reference. 

Nektony, understanding how important it is to be part of the business community that is strongly 

committed to Apple technologies, aims to operate in an efficient and effective manner. The 

Nektony product line on Mac OS and iOS devices offers them the possibility to maintain 

extensive communications, coordination, and cooperation in a cross-platform environment. 
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System Requirements: 

* Mac OS X 10.8 or later 

* 3.5 MB 

 

Pricing and Availability: 

VSD Viewer for Mac 1.0 is priced at $9.99 USD and is available worldwide exclusively through the 

AppStore in the Business category.  

 

About Nektony 

Nektony is a software development company with a passion for Apple technologies and 

products, and a commitment to release functional, stable and efficient applications for all Mac 

fans. The company's software development experience allows it to work on projects of nearly any 

complexity and create products with outstanding usability. Copyright (C) 2011 Nektony. All Rights 

Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the 

U.S. and/or other countries. 
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